In this paper we propose a simple enhancing protocol for pulsed infrared thermography. The method is based on stimulating the specimen with two heating pulses separated by a short time interval delta. This approach was tested on several specimens of low and high thermal diffusivity and showed to provide higher thermal contrasts when an optimum interval delta is chosen. The observed thermal contrast improvement is about a few percentage values. Lastly, a Matlab™ procedure is also proposed to link this interval to the thermal diffusivity of the specimen. In the paper, the method is presented including theoretical basis, simulation and experimental results.
Introduction
Active infrared thermography is an established procedure for NDT. Basically, the specimen to inspect is thermally stimulated and the subsequent temperature evolution is recorded to reveal possible subsurface flaws. Details on active infrared thermography can be found into numerous papers and conferences devoted on the topic, see for instance [1, 2, 3, 4] among others. As for the thermal stimulation schemes the common approaches in active infrared thermography are: pulsed, modulated or vibrated with sometimes truly imaginative procedures described in the literature (see for instance chap. 8 in [4] ). In this paper, we concentrate on the pulsed approach based on photo-thermal stimulation. In this case, the specimen is pulsed heated with lamps or flash lamps. Generally, a single pulse of variable length is applied to the specimen (to accommodate specimens of low or high thermal diffusivity). In the present study, the hypothesis is that a double-pulse approach could lead to improved thermal contrasts.
Theory
As it is well known, the time-frequency duality exists with mathematical tools such as the Fourrier transform to go back and forth between these two domains [5] . In the case of pulsed infrared thermography (PT), such duality was for instance exploited to link the pulsed and the modulated approaches, giving birth to a technique called the pulsed phase thermography (PPT) [6] .
When a specimen is pulsed heated, a burst of thermal waves are launched within the specimen.
These highly damped waves were first studied in the XIXth century [7] and have a propagation speed which depends on their frequency (see for instance [4, section 9.1]). Of particular interest is the thermal diffusion length µ expressed by: (1) with thermal conductivity k, density , specific heat C, modulation frequency in rad/s ( w i t h f the frequency in Hertz) and thermal diffusivity . Equation (1) indicates that thermal waves of low frequencies propagate deeper within the specimen. In fact for temperature
images, inspection is limited to a depth under the surface of about one µ while phase images probe 40 to 70 % deeper (in one study about graphite-epoxy specimens [8] ).
Back to the time-frequency duality, Figure 2 shows this correspondence in the case of a square pulse of amplitude 2A and duration ∆ (single-pulse case). Notice the sinc function in the frequency domain. It is seen that the energy is not distributed uniformly across the frequency spectrum as it is in the case of an ideal Dirac pulse [5] .
The basic idea of the double-pulse approach discussed here is thus to modify the frequency distribution of the thermal waves launched into the specimen by changing the "shape" of the timedomain thermal pulse. As result, a preferred frequency distribution of thermal waves is obtained with enhanced results as discussed below.
Lets consider now two thermal pulses having duration ∆, amplitude A and separated by a specific time interval δ. The new frequency distribution is shown on Figure 2 (double-pulse case). With respects to the single-pulse case, it shows that the distribution is very similar at low frequencies while high frequencies which do not contribute much to the detection due to their limited propagation depths, eq. (1), are attenuated. This phenomena is very important since in fact it improves the signal to noise ratio as shown below.
More formally, we can consider the Fourier transform F(ω) of a pulse f(t) in the time domain t. Now, a summation of two of such thermal pulses with the second delayed by a δ time interval corresponds to:
where the exponential term corresponds physically to a phase shift (we recall that the imaginary exponential decomposes itself as e-j ω δ = cos ωδ + j sin ωδ following the Euler's relationship).
Next, simple mathematics indicates that eq. (2) implements in fact a filter whose transfer function module is:
with maximum response at ω = 2nπ/∆ (n is an integer) and first zero at ω = π/2∆. Clearly, in the frequency span of interest:
the behavior is similar to the one of a low pass-filter.
Hence, by modifying the spectral pulse content thanks to a delayed double stimulation, lower frequencies are preserved and higher frequencies are reduced as it was shown in Fig. 2 . Following eq.
(1), a better detection of deeper defects is thus expected with an improved signal to noise ratio.
For higher frequencies the filter effect does not affect much results since close to the surface defects provides high response.
In a first analysis, one might think that the best would be to have a δ as large as possible since then the span of frequencies reduces with enhanced thermal diffusion lengths, eq. (1, 4). However this is not the case since with well separated pulses the measurement simply repeats itself but with less (half) energy. As it is well known, for a semi-infinite medium, after absorption of a Dirac pulse, the temperature decay conforms in a first approximation to [10] : (5) where ∆T is the temperature increase of the surface, Q is the quantity of energy absorbed, the thermal effusivity of the material and t the time. As this shows, with half injected energy, one expects half surface temperature increase.
We thus have two phenomena competing against each other as δ enlarges and thus we might expect δ to have an optimum value corresponding to the highest enhanced results. This will be shown in the next sections.
Simulations
In this section, the analysis derived in the previous section is confirmed by a classical two-dimensional thermal model developed in Matlab™ (details available in [9] ). Various materials were simulated. As seen on Figure 3 , the improvement steadily increases up to a maximum before offering worse performance than the single-pulse case. This conforms to our discussion in previous section. This behavior was also verified for all materials simulated. Table 1 lists the span of values for which the two-pulse approach gives better thermal contrasts than the one pulse scheme (case of 1 mm subsurface defects as in Figure 3 ).
Experimental results
Experiments were conducted to verify the previous findings. A classical active pulsed infrared thermography set-up was used for this purpose (pictured on Figure 1 Either two of the flashes were fired simultaneously (single-pulse case) or they were fired one after the other with a δ time interval between the pulses (double-pulse case). The variable δ was generated by a micro controller (MCS51) with pre-programmed δ values in ms. Figure 5 shows the thermal contrast evolution obtained in the case of the 1010 steel slab for a 1 mm deep flat bottom hole subsurface defect with δ = 3, 10, 50 ms and also in the case of the single-pulse case. Figure 6 shows how the improvement I of the maximum thermal contrast is strongly related to δ. In fact, an optimum value (δoptimum) is observed as discussed previously.
Interestingly, the peek plotted on that figure corresponds to a thermal contrast increase of about 4 %.
The same phenomenon was observed on other materials as well. Table 2 summarizes the improvement I of the maximum thermal contrast for both methods as function of δ, results are in the same directions as those of Table 1. From Table 2 , it is seen the experimental improvement I is related both to the thermal diffusivity α of tested materials and also to δ. Interestingly, the "griddata" function included in the curve fitting toolbox of Matlab™ (see Table 3 ) allows to "play" with values provided in Table 2 in order to optimize a given experiment.
Effect of the subsurface defect depth was also studied and showed not to affect δoptimum. However the more the defect is deep, the less the energy reaches the defect and consequently the thermal contrast difference gets smaller but still shows improvement in the double-pulse case (at δopti-mum ). 8
Conclusion
In this paper we studied the effect of a double-pulse thermal stimulation and showed that such procedure yields to an improved -by a few percentage values -thermal contrast when an optimum δ separation is chosen (with respect to the classical single-pulse method). At equal injected energy, this fact was explained by two phenomena competing against each other. First, separation of the two thermal pulses reduces the importance of high frequency thermal waves launched into the specimen with as result an enhanced signal to noise ratio. On the other hand, this separation tends to reproduce the experiment but with less energy. An optimum δ separation thus exists for a given experiment. Finally, a simple Matlab™ procedure linking δ to specimen thermal diffusivity was also discussed.
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